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$17.5 billion
US government’s funding for supply reduction efforts in 2022

(Executive Office of the President of the United States, 2021)

65%
UK drug-related public expenditure for supply reduction efforts in 2010

(EMCDDA, 2019)

£300 million
Investment on supply reduction efforts over next three years

(HM Government, 2021)



• £700 million to rebuild drug 
treatment services, but risk that 
this will translate into 
abstinence-only approaches 
(Nutt, 2021; Winstock et al., 2021)

• Tension between enforcement 
and public health responses 
(Rolles, 2021)

• Focus on ‘breaking drug supply 
chains’ – restricting upstream 
flow, targeting the ‘middle 
market’ (HM Government, 2021)

The 2021 UK drugs strategy



“Even if these [police, border forces, etc.] 
organisations were sufficiently resourced, it is 

not clear that they would be able to bring about a 
sustained reduction in drug supply, given the 

resilience and flexibility of illicit drug markets”

(Black, 2020)



– Fighting the war on drugs, one   
brutality case at a time

– You can't even call this s*** a war
– Why not?
– Wars end

(The Wire, 2002)



“[…] crime levels are not diminishing, 
despite countless ‘successes’ against 

individual criminal enterprises”

(Sparrow, 1991)



Resilience in drug markets

Micro level
Focus on criminal 
collaboration patterns

Meso levels
Focus on (local) drug 
markets

Macro level
Focus on drug trafficking 
routes 



Focus on criminal collaboration 
patterns in a context of law 

enforcement risk and on social 
processes that facilitate organisational 

survival and adaptation

Micro level: criminal networks



Background
• The definition rabbit hole – what is organised crime?

• “Organised crime is crime that is organised, often spanning several countries” 
(Varese 2021: 341)

• “Seek, rather than assume, structure” (Morselli 2009: 18) – flexible order 
model

• An OCG structure depends on its aims and line of business – production, 
trade, or governance (Campana & Varese 2018)…

• … or on the conditions of risk and uncertainty that it faces – efficiency vs. 
security (Morselli et al. 2007)



“[…] interplay between the need to act 
collectively and the need to assure 

trust and secrecy within these risky 
collaborative settings” 

(Morselli et al., 2007)

Efficiency-security trade-off



Actors’ behaviour will be reflected 
in the network structure that we 
observe…

From organised crime theory to network theory



Sociality
Heterogeneity among actors in 

their propensity to establish 
ties (e.g. leaders avoid/favour 

direct involvement)

From organised crime theory to network theory

Selective mixing
Actors form ties with similar 
others (e.g. kinship ties and 

formal organisational ties drive 
collaboration)

Degree distribution
Network is more/less 

centralised, few/many chain-
like patters of connection

Homophily
Ties between actors sharing 
kinship ties and/or formal 

organisational ties

Triad closure
Triads containing two ties will 
tend to form the third (e.g. the 

co-offender of a co-offender 
becomes a co-offender)

Transitivity
Many triangles and dense, local 

groups



Case study: Cicala network
• Two-year investigation of a criminal network trafficking drugs from Colombia 

and Morocco to Italy via Spain

• Key player arrested mid-investigation, but police monitoring continued for 
another year

• Data from criminal justice records – information on criminal collaborations, 
kinship and formal organisational ties, actors involved (e.g. task, role in the 
drug supply chain, status)

• Three investigative phases – one before key player’s arrest, two after the 
arrest



The Cicala 
network



• Exponential random graph models 
(ERGMs) to identify the main drivers 
of criminal collaboration in each 
investigative phase

• Dependent variable is 
presence/absence of a tie, 
interpretation of parameters is 
similar to logistic regression

Methods

• Content analysis of wiretapped 
conversations to assess levels of 
criminal activity, actors’ perception 
of risk, and changes in 
communication strategies and 
protection methods



Findings



“I’m going to throw this thing [phone] away … 
I was waiting for you to call, and now I can 

throw it away.”



“The shoes [drug] are not good quality ones … 
Quality is only 70%.”



Findings
• Increased focus on security by reducing direct involvement of high-status 

actors (short term), and lengthening distance between actors (long term)

• But criminal collaboration continued – often based on pre-existing kinship or 
formal organisational ties

• Protective measures and content of telephone conversations did not change 
much after LE targeting

• But number of drug consignments decreased



Focus on drug trafficking routes and on 
processes that facilitate drug flows 

between countries

Macro level: drug trafficking routes



Background
• Illegal enterprise theory – organised crime as an “economic activity that 

happens to be illegal” (Liddick, 1999)

• Offenders as rational decision makers who decide to supply illicit 
commodities simply because it’s profitable to do so

• Social embeddedness theory – the majority of organised criminal activities 
are embedded in social relations (van de Bunt and Kleemans, 1999)

• Network of interpersonal relations can increase levels of trust among partners 
and reduce transaction costs



Drug seizure data to identify all 
known paths used to smuggle 
cocaine and heroin from 
producing to consumer countries

How do illicit drugs move across countries?



Findings



Conclusions
• Social (and geographic) proximity helps reduce transaction costs and 

uncertainties in a context dominated by constant threat of arrest, violence, 
and deception (Giommoni et al., 2017; Aziani et al., 2019)

• Demand (i.e. number of people who use drugs) is also a key factor in 
explaining drug trafficking flows (Giommoni et al., 2017; Aziani et al., 2019)

• Kinship as ‘hidden glue’ (Malm, Bichler and Van De Walle, 2010) that helps 
increase levels of trust and maintain collaboration in criminal contexts 
(Berlusconi, 2021)

• Law enforcement interventions are not as effective as expected given the 
flexibility and resilience of drug trafficking networks

• Drug markets are resilient, too (Bouchard, 2007), and risk of unintended, 
harmful consequences (Dickenson, 2014; Vargas, 2014)
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